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Press play below to watch the craftsmanship of 
Mel Boteri’s made-to-order handbags and accessories.

Mel Boteri Fashion Group formed as a natural 
extension to our in-house brand, Mel Boteri. 
We now provide our custom design, 
sustainable sourcing and made-to-order 
manufacturing services for both private and 
corporate clients. The Group helps fill the 
much-needed void for building beautiful, 
unique products and experiences within the 
corporate gifting, premiums and incentives 
space. 

A rising favorite among modern men and 
women with discerning taste, Mel Boteri 
delivers on the values of craftsmanship and 
personalized service through small 
production with higher quality, versus mass 
manufacturing and less attention to detail. 

We are pleased to offer our corporate clients 
the opportunity to customize a distinct 
collection of Mel Boteri branded, 
co-branded, or private label items for your 
corporate premiums, gifts and events.

Mel Boteri’s Client List Includes

Mercedes-Benz  |  AMG  |  Virgin Voyages
FedEx  |  Google  |  Lexus  |  Budweiser
Four Seasons Resort  |  Hilton Honors
Preferred Hotels & Resorts  |  Stewart Title
The Venetian Las Vegas  |  Ashley HomeStore  
Marriott Bonvoy  |  Salesforce  |  Pandora 
Engage! Summits  |  Gifts For The Good Life
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MEET MELMEET MEL

http://melb.co/FromConceptToReality
https://www.melboteri.com


Designing beautiful products and experiences for private and corporate clients.
We love and value the art of craftsmanship and personal service. In a world obsessed with “fast fashion,” we are committed to 

small production with higher quality, versus mass manufacturing and less attention to detail.

“There is something to be said about ‘old-school’ 
manufacturing, where thoughtful care, love and 

attention goes into each and every piece.”

A unique approach
We do not work off of a cookie-cutter catalogue and instead cater our 
services for each and every client. Our goal is to work collaboratively to 
create the highest quality products within your specific market, budget 
and time-line.

“Mel’s creativity allowed the design process to be effortless and on point with my vision. All of my 
expectations were exceeded, especially in design, value and ease of execution. Designing with Mel is a 

true joy. She is wonderful woman who makes the process fun and successful.”

Suzanne - Suzanne Reinhard Events

MADE-TO-ORDERON-SITE EXPERIENCESPREMIERE CORPORATE GIFTS
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WHY WORK WITH US WHY WORK WITH US 

“I recently was gifted the White Tea & Ginger Candle and already want to purchase some for the rest 
of my house- the smell is super calming without being overpowering. The custom leather wrap with my 
initials was a really nice touch and the leather makes it look super premium. Definitely recommend!”

Elise U. - Gift Recipient



CLASSIC STYLE KOOZIE
For something a bit more classic and sleek, opt for our 
classic style koozie. Available in a plethora of color options to 
best match your event branding, or choose to have a custom 
leather digitally printed (see our leathers & materials page).

Dimensions: 
4.25” Width x 5.5” Height 
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LUXURY PREMIUMS & GIFTSLUXURY PREMIUMS & GIFTS

CLEAR VIEW ESSENTIALS BAG
Access your important travel necessities such as passports, 
phones and pens quickly and easily. Or use this to store your 
daily beach essentials while protecting valuables from getting 
wet. 

Dimensions: 
8.25” Width x 5” Height x 2” Depth

SUNNY DAYS AHEAD BAG TAG
Our loop through “Sunny Days Ahead” tag can be 
attached to any bag to give it that extra dose of 
personality. Crafted in Spain from premium leather, 
this trinket can be embossed with your logo plus 
initials to personalize your handbag, backpack or 
even briefcase.

Dimensions of Sun: 
2.5” Height x 2.5” Width
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LARGE ZIP AROUND WALLET
Mel Boteri’s large zip-around wallet is crafted in 
Spain from the label’s premium leather. Embellished 
with minimal hardware, it opens to three spacious 
leather-lined compartments including a zipped 
pocket for your smallest essentials. Slip this sleek 
style into your everyday bag.

Dimensions:
7.75” Width x 4” Height x 1” Depth

CLASSIC BILLFOLD WALLET
Our classic style billfold wallet has a slim 
profile, so it won’t feel bulky in the pocket of your 
pants or blazer. It’s crafted in Spain from 
premium-grain leather and is fitted with plenty of 
slots and pockets to keep everything organized. 
Shown here in a custom, digital print leather as a fun 
twist to tie in your event theme.

Dimensions when closed: 
4” Width x 3.5” Height

EAR BUDS WITH LEATHER CASE
This case is a sleek choice for keeping your ear buds 
close in hand. Handcrafted in your choice of leather 
color and lining, it’s fitted with a metal key ring and clip 
making it easy to carry and attach to your everyday bag. 
This gift includes a set of ear pods with hard case and 
charging cable.

Dimensions: 
2.25” Height x 2” Width x 1” Depth
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SLIM TRAVEL WALLET
The ultimate travel wallet, it is divided into four 
compartments to separate different currencies, receipts 
and tickets. The colored zips will make organizing your 
essentials a breeze.

Dimensions: 
8.7” Width x 5.7” Height

NAUTICAL LUGGAGE TAG
Detailed with nautical rope in place of leather, this is a 
fun twist on the classic tag. Your guests will appreciate 
this unique gift that will have their luggage stand out 
from the crowd. Can be customized in any leather color 
to perfectly complement your brand and the overall 
gifting experience. 

Dimensions: 
4.5” Height x 2.5” Width

PASSPORT COVER
Our newly updated passport 
cover is a stylish essential for your 
top achievers. It’ll keep their most 
important personal documents and 
cards safe, secure and pristine while 
traveling. The perfect pre or post 
arrival gift!

Dimensions: 
5.75” Height x 3.75” Width
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LEATHER WRAPPED CANDLE 
Nothing says relax and unwind like a sumptuous 
smelling candle and our leather wrapped version is the 
perfect accessory for home or office. Select from our 
wide range of scents including some of our favorites: 
magnolia blossom, marine air, and bourbon mandarin 
vanilla.

Dimensions, 3 Sizes Available: 
LARGE: 18oz, 3 wick, 3.625” Height x 4” Width 
MEDIUM: 11 oz, 1 wick, 3.5” Height x 3.25” Width
SMALL: 6.5oz, 1 wick, 3.375” Height x 2.75” Width

CUSTOM ZIP POUCHES 
Mel Boteri’s leather zip pouches can be customized to your 
exact needs and standards. Whether you are looking for 
something small to carry just the essentials or a larger 
solution to protect an iPad, we’ve got you covered!

Suggested Dimensions: 
6”Height x 9.5”Width x 0.25” Depth

ALL-LEATHER TOTE
This tote bag is made from supple yet durable leather 
and has a roomy interior that’ll easily hold a laptop, gym 
shoes, and your daily market haul.

Dimensions: 13.75” Width x 14” Height x 4” Depth
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COSMETICS CLUTCH
This cosmetics bag has a structured silhouette that will 
easily fit in your everyday tote and it doubles as a compact 
clutch. 

Dimensions: 
9.5” Width x 6.25” Height x 3” Depth

CANVAS WITH LEATHER DOPP KIT
This piece is practical, hard-wearing and particularly 
attractive. It’s crafted from leather-trimmed, 
cotton-canvas and has several secure pockets inside for 
smaller products. The nylon-based lining makes for easy 
cleaning.

Dimensions: 
10” Width x 5.5” Height x 4” Depth

MINI MESSENGER BAG
Mel Boteri’s Spanish-made mini messenger bag is 
crafted in your choice of premium leather and has enough 
space to fit a small tablet. Mark this special piece as your 
own with a custom logo and/or initials. 

Dimensions: 
12.5” Width x 14.5” Height x 5” Depth
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SUNGLASS CASE
Made from genuine leather inside and out, this case is 
made to hold most standard sized eyeglasses and 
sunglasses, giving them a secure spot to rest stylishly and 
comfortably.

Dimensions: 
3.5” Width x 6.7” Height 

100% TURKISH COTTON TOWEL 
WITH LEATHER CARRIER
Our handwoven, Turkish beach towels come in a wide 
array of colors and designs to perfectly complement your 
event. Extremely light weight, yet absorbent and durable, 
our high-quality towels make for the perfect beach 
companion. As an added bonus, the genuine leather 
carrier makes it easy to store and carry home.  

Both the towel and carrier can be personalized with your 
logo or the recipient’s initials based on your 
specifications. 

Dimensions of Blanket: 
Will vary but approximately 37” x 70” 
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VIRTUAL GIFTINGVIRTUAL GIFTING

Check out our Virtual Gifting Demo page by clicking the image below. ...

VIRTUAL GIFTING EXPERIENCE
As meetings, events and incentive trips continue to evolve, we are here to help you stay ahead! Our online 
gifting experience allows you to continue to show your appreciation when meeting in person may simply not 
be an option. 

Through this process, Mel Boteri will work with you to create a fully custom landing page where recipients 
can easily “shop” their favorite gifts and check out using a unique gift card code. Based on your budget, 
timeline and demographics,  we will help curate the perfect collection of gifts - all of which can be set up for 
personalization directly online. 

Just as with any of our other gifts, we offer custom packaging and can include inserts, personalized note 
cards or anything else to make each recipient feel special and appreciated. Gifts will be drop-shipped 
directly to each recipient making this easy and “hands-free” for you!

*The password to enter is FAX (case sensitive).

https://www.melboteri.com/collections/corporate-gifting-demo
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Press play to see how these items will be personalized at your event...

ON-SITE LEATHER MONOGRAMMING
Our monogramming experts can emboss any of our leather gifts on-site. We use premium brass dies and our 
portable monogramming machine to add initials, names, or symbols to each product, offering your 
recipients one of the most unique experiences. We can also create custom icons or emojis based on the 
theme of your meeting or event. Guests can choose from a variety of colored foils, giving their leather gift a 
personalized design right before their eyes. 

ON-SITE ACTIVATIONSON-SITE ACTIVATIONS

Choose from over 50 foil colors!

Summer-Inspired Icons

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2967/2500/files/Mel_Boteri_Onsite_Monogramming_for_Conferences_Meetings_And_Events.mp4?41
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ON-SITE ACTIVATIONSON-SITE ACTIVATIONS

CUSTOM CANDLE EXPERIENCE
Mel Boteri’s custom candle activation offers guests the opportunity to create their perfectly scented and 
designed candle for home or office. 

Guests will begin by selecting their favorite scent. We suggest offering up to three options including some of 
our favorites: white tea & ginger, oud & bergamot, Italian fig and prosecco. We will work with you to select the perfect 
scents for your guests. 

Next step, they will select the leather wrap that best 
matches their lifestyle, personality and home or 
office decor. Mel Boteri’s leather wraps will be 
curated exclusively for your theme and target 
audience and will include a proper mix of male and 
female-oriented options. As an optional add-on, 
pair this with our monogramming service.  Guests 
walk away on the spot with their one-of-a-kind, 
custom gift that they can enjoy right away!

Available Candle Sizes: 
LARGE: 18oz, 3 wick, 3.625” Height x 4” Width 
MEDIUM: 11 oz, 1 wick, 3.5” Height x 3.25” Width
SMALL: 6.5oz, 1 wick, 3.375” Height x 2.75” Width
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Custom Leathers & Materials
Mel Boteri will work with you to source leathers and materials to perfectly complement your 
brand, the event and the overall gifting experience. We have a wide assortment of colors and 
textures and can also match your specific Pantones. 

Custom Digital Print Leathers 
Work with our designers to create the perfectly printed 
leather for your next gifting event! Choose from our 
premium, genuine leathers or opt for a vegan-friendly 
alternative. We have several designs you can pick from or we 
can start from scratch to create something one-of-a-kind. 

ALWAYS ON BRANDALWAYS ON BRAND
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ALWAYS ON BRANDALWAYS ON BRAND

Custom Packaging
Because the presentation is as equally important as the gift itself, we offer custom packaging. 
Prices will vary greatly according to quantity and final packaging size, so please inquire for detailed 
pricing if you are interested in custom packaging for your gifting experience.

Custom Dust Bags

Custom Shopper Euro-tote

Custom Boxes
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Mel Boteri Fashion Group is committed to sourcing all materials in our supply chain in the most ethical and 
eco-friendly manner possible. We believe all products should be produced in harmony with the earth and its 
natural eco-system. 

Mel Boteri was established in 2009 with the corporate commitment to only source leathers from tanneries 
based in Europe that produce under strict low emission mineral tanning procedures combined with 
elaborate recycling and water purification systems. All of our leathers are produced under the stringent 
environmental standards of the EU.

We are fully aware of the environmental impact that leather production and plastic-based synthetic 
leathers have on the environment. As such, we are continuously researching the market for alternatives that 
can meet our clients’ highest of expectations in terms of aesthetics, durability, quality and renewability. 

We have committed to developing a non-animal based, non-petroleum based leather alternative with the  
goal of having no or minimal impact to our eco-system. To help us to achieve this ambitious goal, we are 
working with partners who are equally committed to pioneering materials for a healthier planet.  

For more information or if you like to discuss partnering, please email sustainability@melboteri.com.

ON SUSTAINABILITYON SUSTAINABILITY

mailto:sustainability@melboteri.com


These designs were created by Mel Boteri, LLC and are intended for use solely by the client for whom they were made. Mel Boteri, LLC retains full ownership of all design concepts and materials it 
produces. No part may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any electronic means, including photocopying, recording or by an information or retrieval system without prior written permission 

from Mel Boteri, LLC.


